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Introduction 
The Stanford Linear Accelerator h presently being up

graded for the SLAC Linear Collider project. The energy is 
to be increased bom approximately 31 GeV to 50 GeV. Two 
electron beam* and one positron beam are to ha artrierated 
with high demands on the quality of the beams. The beam 
specificatSonr. are shown below in Table 1: 

Table I. Borne SIC gpstiBtatlom far the l i n t 

M.BGeV 
±0 .5* 

S x l O 1 0 

3 * Vrm rad meter 
Repetition rate 1W>H* 

AB/B 
Particles per bunch 

To meet these specifications, all parametera infiuencing the 
beams ham to be under tight central and continuous snrweil-
Usee. This task Is accomplished fey a new computer system 
implemented at SLAC which has, among many other functions, 
control over RF accsleratlng fields. 

Historically, the S km long SLAC linear accelerator pro
vides RF accelerating (aids at 2856 MHs using about 2*5 
high-power klystron stations.1 The stations are grouped into 
thirty sectors with eight klystrons each, plus an Injection sec
tor. The distribution of the RF signal and the typical layout 
in the first sectors is indkated In Fig. 1. A continuous wave 
(cw) RF signal i t 47* MBt at distributed to the sectors along, 
the Bnac via a Main Drive Una (MDL). At each sector level a 
frequency multiplier Increases this frsqnency to 2858 MHs. A 
poised sub-booster klystron amplifies the RF to 60 kW which 
provides a maximum of 4 kW dthm signal at each high-power 
klystron station. In the p u t an assortment of 20 MW to 
35 MW klystrons wan used in this position capable of oper
ating with a 2.5 pa pulse width at a maximum repetition rate 
ofasoHs. For the SLC operation of the luwc, these klystrons 
a n presently being replaced with tubes capable of producing 
SO MW power for 5 us with 180 Hz rep rate. The pube length 
was increased to S an in order to utilise the energy compression 
of the SLAC Energy Doublet (SLED) system.9 In this system 
RF energy Is stored in two high Q cavities for 4.2 us. The 
drive phase to the system is inverted by 180* at 0.8 us before 
the end of the klystron pulls. This causes the sored energy 
in the SLED cavities to discharge and travel In addition to the 

Fig. 1. RF system of iinac Sector 0 to 2, 
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at thb point fata taw asapa a* shown i s Fig. 1. T ie M ft* ha t 
pubs with a peak power of 900 MW i* Ofing the aeethntor 
structure*, lour per itation, each with a. filling time el DA as. 
The (fane SLC beam bunches are t~en accelerated through the 
accelerator i tratun at the apprcytitU time. 

atom (HID) «aa enveloped which wwld * 
iD»itaa«oeelrnMan>reinacaitBdtaBdpBiaaofthe1tFpabaat 
each h«h power station aadeacb mb-twoattr atatkn (FSj. I). 
IbrthephBniaeaaBiwneata>taUei«(neBc«i)l«)n!red. Phaae 

Fig. 2. Amplitude of SLED putie. 

In order to meet the high quality requirement! of the SLC 
beanui the amplitude and phaee of the accelerating RF field* 
have to be very liable from pulie to pulte. Table 2 ahowa 
the established jitter specification for Sector* 2-30. Sector* 0 
and 1 are lomewhat lew critical since the beam emittance i* 
improved is electron and positron damping ring* after Sector 1. 

Table 2. Maximum Jitter Specification 
Sector Phaee Jitter Amplitude Jitter 

(degree*) (per cent) 
2 0.1 0.1 
3 0.2 0.2 

4-5 0.3 0.4 
6-30 0.5 O.S 

e developed operating in conjunction with 
the MDL, wane* electrical length ia measured. 

To sllowocrarnter control of a9 the ItTsystcswa variety of 
RF control elemanta were developed rack) at phaee shifter* and 
attenuator* operating at power Jeveb from milliwatt* to kilo-
watt*. In tome caata fatt-actiag low-power -ontrol element* an 
vied in conjunction with > newly develops raniiitor amplifier 
capable of producing 450 W of pubed po - at S-bud. TM» 
amplifier provide* the drive eigne) to higb-p. ver klystron* and 
ia considered a candidate for replacement ot the aub-booeter 
ktyatron. In the following report, each of " w e system* or 
component* are described in greater detail. E. atually a rough 
overview of the computer architecture will be pretested. The 
operation of the ayatem will bedetcribed using interesting lin-
carnation procedure*. 

Pfeae* and Amplttnde Detector 
The phaae and amplitude detector baa the fc. -wing func

tion*: provide a meaiurement of amplitude and ; aae of mi
crowave pulae* in the watt to kilowatt peak pow range at 
2856 MH* with pube width* of 0.1 to S psj pre :e video 
•ignal* of the pulie meaaurement; take a (ample oi nplilude 
and phase it a computer-controlled aampling time ^ad digi-
tiie lhe*e value*; provide instrument control and calibration 
function*. 

Physically, the instrument couisti of two separate units 
(see Fig. 3). An RF head* contains the microwave printed 
circuit, video processing electronics and digititlng electronic*. 
The controlling microproceuor ta contained in a CAMAC mod
ule, the so-called Parallel Input/Output Processor fPIOPl.1 

The SLAC RF sys
tem waa originally built 
with emphasis on stabil
ity. Much attention t u 
given to stabilising all 
drive lines and wave
guides, a* well as the ac
celerator sections them-
•elves, with temperature 
controlled water. Many 
klystron parameters are 
regulated. So, with only 
minor improvement*, the 
SLC requirement* for 
short-term stabilities can 
be met by a well-behaved 
station. However, de
tection of misbehaving 
stations and their diag
nostic* w»* considered e*-
•entia]. Alto, long-term 
stability *hoald bemea-
aurod to detect environ
mental influence* or 
drill*. 
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Fig. 3. Phzae and amrjlitude detector ayatem block diagraiD. 
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A rough description of the phase/amplitude detector fol
low*. The amplitude detector is of a linear detector design 
where a diode rectifies the peak of the HP voltage. Its voltage 
linearity over a 20 dB range U ±536 and it ha* excellent long-
term atability. The phaae detector usee a mixer as a nulling 
detector with a ±90* pbaie wobbler in the phaae reference line 
to resolve offsets. A quasi-linear electronic 180* phase shifter 
is used to null the mixer. The control voltage to this phase 
shifter contains the phase information over a 1B0* range when 
the mixer is properly nulled. The range is expanded to 360' 
by determining the sign of the slope at the sero crossing. All 
putted signals are sampled by aample-and-hold devices which 
are read into memory and then interrogated by the PIOP. 

The phase is measured with a resolution of 0.1*. The ab
solute accuracy and linearity of the phase detector is limited 
by the linearity of the phase shifter and other factors to ±10". 
Measurement algorithms and calibration routines to improve 
linearity to ±2° over a 360* range are described later. 

Phase Reference Line 
For accurate phase measurement a highly stable reference 

phase is required, which has to be available in 13 ai intervals 
at every station along tbe length of the linac. To accommodate 
the frequent drop-out points, a reference line in an ultra-stable 
environment was chosen over the option of an electronically 
measured and controlled line. The foam dielectric cable with 
» low phase/temperature coefficient is concentrically enclosed 
by a water jacket with the water temperature controlled to 
45±0.1*C. 

The line provides 10 mW cw reference signals at each sta
tion. To sustain thia power level the reference line is divided 
into thirty sectors, each coincidental with the accelerator sec
tors and each driven through a stable amplifier after the fre
quency multiplication point of each sector. The 100 m long 
reference line sections were measured to be stable to < 1* in 
electrical length for ambient temperature changes of 30° C. 

Main Drive Line Phase Length Measurement 
With the above reference line arrangement, the MDL is 

part of the reference and has to be stable. The MDL con
sists of a temperature and expansion stabilised, pressurised, 
3-1/8 inch rigid coaxial line operating at 476 MHi. Despite 
careful construction it displays phase changes with environ-

Fig. 4. MDL phase length measurement 

mental changes mostly pressure related in the order of 60* at 
the accelerator frequency. A detector was built measuring the 
round-trip phase length of the line as shown in Pig. 4.* The 
forward signal is modulated at the end of the MDL and sent 
back. At the MDL input, this signal is coupled out and can 
be compared to a portion of the forward signal. Since the 
difference in signal level at this point is about 80 dB, a con
ventional phase measurement is no longer practical. However, 
a simple amplitude measurement with the help of filters and a 
synchronous detector can resolve the phase of the modulated 
signal in the combined vectors. A feedback loop then adjusts 
a phase shifter in the path of the modulated signal to bring 
the vector Vmot into quadrature with V„) by minimising the 
detected modulation (see the vector diagram in Fig. 4). V„,„ 
is caused by reflections along the MDL and has to be small 
or stable in phaae. In this feedback loop the control voltagi 
to the phase shifter again contains the phase length informa
tion for the MDL. This phase length information fed into the 
Computer Can make appropriately weighted adjustments to the 
sector phases, assuming the MDL changes phase length in a 
uniform fashion. 

A second method of phase comparison utilises a fast sam
pling version of the phase/amplitude detector to measure phaae 
of a very short (~ 100 us) beam induced ringing in a single-
cell cavity in the beam line. This measurement compares the 
reference line to our absolute phase standard, the beam-

High Power Variable Attenuator 
One important control element in computer controlled RF 

is the variable attenuator. Low- and bigh-power versions of the 
same principal circuit are used, the high-power version opera
tional at up to 2 kW of pulsed power at 2856 MHE. H controls 
the drive signal to the high-power klystrons. 

son 
Tetm.nolion 

Fig. 5. Variable attenuator circuit (atriplinej. 
The circuit uses high power PIN diodes' in a reflective 

mode which allows charge of magnitude of reflection with only 
little variation in phase. An attenuation range of 35 dB can 
easily be optimised with a phase variation of < 10*. At the 
high power level, the PIN diodes do not display the ideal vari
able resistor behavior which leads to pulse distortion in regions 
of low bias current. Two effects occur with opposite results on 
the pulse shape. One is a depletion of charges in the transi
tion region by the high RF currents when small bias currents 
are used. This effect can be minimised fay using diodes with 
a long transition region and even adding additional diodes in 
series. The other effect is an actual rectification of the RF 
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signal producing * Uit arrant which t*U-biate* the PIN diodea. 
Tht* effect k dealt with by not providing a path tor this bin 
current lo Bow. So the high power attenuator bat to be driven 
by a high impedance, low capacitance current source. The 
pulse distortion atarta to be la the order of 0.S dB at 10 dB of 
attenuation ot a S pt pulse at 2 kW power level. 

Compote? Controlled Phase SUftan 
Two type* of phite ihiftcri are la us*. A low-power ver-

sion viable below 40 mW provide* 180* of continuous phase 
shift with a control voltage of 0-10 V (Fig. 6). A quati-Unear 
phue venue control voltage response la achieved by matching 
the nonlinear capacitance change of the varactor diodea to the 
nonSnearity of the p l a n of a variable refection caused by the 
capacitance of (be dtode»M (Fig. 7). 

2 4 S e 10 
, .• BIAS (rtllsl 

Fig. 6. Electronic phue ahlfter response. 
Bios 

eopi 
Q — i 

Ou' - 80 pi 

Fig. 7. Phue ahlfter circuit (ttripliue). 

Variatione id insertion b u over the control range bare been 
minimised to ±0.1 db by tut of lossy series element*.' 

The phase shifter It being need in all petition* where phase 
can be controlled at low power, including the phase/amplitude 
detector and application* at different frequencies, i.e^ 476 MB* 
and 178 MB*. At the control input to the high-power krystroni 
at power level* of a* much u I ItW pulsed power, aolid etate 
phate shifters become impractical for continuously variable 

device* or cumbersome for twitched device* using FW diodea. 
Ibr the SIX: upgrade it we* decided to Continue to utilise the 
origin*] mechanical ph*M thifiert and control them from the 
computer via a atepping motor control. The phase shifter* 
consist of circular waveguide taction* with circularly polarised 
field* and a rotating half-wave length section producing the 
phaae shift.*-' II can thHt the phase by 720 electrical degree* 
for a full 3*0* mechanical rotation with a linear rtlattonihip 
between the two. The computer know* the petHlon of this 
phase ritifter by counting the attpt of the ttepping motor and 
referring to an optical reference point. 

Solid State rower Amplifier* 
To be able to use fast-acting low-power phase fhiftem or 

have independent control over oat ttattoa, a solid-state power 
amplifier wat developed. The amplifier provide* the drive level 
required by Ugh-power Mytlron*. Jutt recently bi-pobr Iran-
aiaton have become available, providing at much a* 60 W of 
output power at 1.7-3.1 GRt with a puhw width of 100 as and 
10SS duty cycle.1* Combining eight *uch traashtora at output 
stage and providing the proper drive stags* baa reaulted in a 
amplifier package with 4S0 W of output power at 2856 MH«. 
Some coutant phate droop during the S at pulse length ot ap
proximately 20* can be corrected by a feed-forward loop which 
applie* an appropriate correction tignal to a variable phue 
•hitler at the input ot the amplifier. The lifetime performance 
of the amplifier* it very promlilng and 4000 hour* of operation 
have IO far been accumulated without degradation or failure. 
Since the amplifier !• a Clui C device operating at a fixed 
power level, a high-power variable attenuator hu to follow It 
if power level to the klystron it to be controlled. 

SLC Computer Control Syatem 
The central part of the SLC control lyatem I* a VAX hott 

computer (Fig. 8). The beat computer 1* retponilblt for tup-
porting operator interface*, display generation, and allow* time-
based *ampling program* to accumulate t'-.ta for later analyait. 
The host computer communicates with a large number of dis
tributed microprocessor clutter* through a broad-Jand CATV 
based communication system." Bach microprocessor cluster is 
a muHi-bm bated Intel 8086/87 microcomputer which con
trols all device* in a geographical ana (typically one lector) 
through a SLAC-terlal CAMAC system. The microprocessor 
system i* responsible for all peripheral interfacing and commu
nicates with the boat computer both through the SLC message 
service and through a shared data bate. The microprocessor 
duster receives beam patten information from a dedicated 
channel on the CATV syetem, and broadcaita timing informa
tion to CAMAC modules prior to each pulse. Typical CAMAC 
peripherals include: DAC* and ADC* tor control ot analog de
vices, beam position monitors, digital input/output modules, 
programmable delay unit* for generation of required triggers, 
and the Parallel Input/Output Processor (PIOP). The PIOP4 

is an Intel 8088 bated intelligent controller which 1* used pri
marily for phate and amplitude measurement and klystron con
trol. The interface for the klystron control it a tpeclal chassis 
called the Modulator/Kjyilron Support Unit (MKSU) 1 3 1 8 . It 
contains stepping motor drive* for tht control phate shifter, 
buffer circuit* for the variable attenuator and a variety of cir
cuitry concerned with timing, interlock* and klystron data ac
quisition. 
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Fig. 8. SLC RF computer control tyttem. 
Operational Description 

The program to operate the phue u d amplitude detec
tor it down-bided into the PIOP from the local clutter micro. 
With the PIOP primed to a certain time ilot the program finds 
the phaie null through a limple eearch procedure and theu cali
brate* the nulling detector wiggling the detector't phaie thifter 
by ±2* and wobbling the phue between 0 and 180° with the bi
phase wobbler. Detector gun, offset and *ign of aero erouing 
are determined and the absolute tero calculated. Depending 
on the data acquisition mode the PIOPs program might then 
"freest* the detector'* phate shifters and depend on the lin
earity of the detector to calculate the klystron phase. The 
resultant phate information still contains the inherent nonlin-
earity of the phue shifter which it later removed by a system 
calibration procedure. 

The PIOP will alw (upon request from the host computer) 
measure a set ef correlated data points for display in the control 
room or from portable consoles. These fast time plots (FTP) 
usually take the form of a let 64 sequential data points versus 
time within the pulse, resulting in a sampled waveform picture 
on the console (Fig- 9). Normal data acquisition it suspended 

IU .O. T. Tftfl I 

Fig. 9. Computer fast time plot of SLED pulse. 

anile the FTP* data it being acquired. The supported types 
of FTP* art: 
» Phsae or amplitude versus time (pulse shape) 
• Phase or amplitude over 64 pulses (pulse to pulse jitter) 
• Amplitude versus drive (saturation plot) 
• Klystron voltage or current versus time or pulse to pulse. 

To Improve linearity of the phue detection, an off-line cali
bration routine located in the host computer can be run which 
meuuret the detected phase in comparison to the linear con
trol phase shifter in the klystron drive. The program then uses 
the linear leut squares method to calculate a polynomial which 
it stored in the data bate in the clutter micro to be used for 
PAD data correction. 

HP Control System Performance 
The described system hu been in operation in one-third of 

the SLAC lioac for six months and has functioned very well. 
The availability of accurate long-term phue information h u 
proven very valuable ts the linac operation and fut fault de
tection it possible due l-> the jitter information on phase and 
amplitude and hu led to improvements of the performance in 
individual stations. 
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